From passenger
to trainer to be
My journey from a 16 years passenger to a trainer
to be ..
Since I was a teenager 16 years ago... I’ve never
missed a chance to ride a Harley as a passenger
specially in winters..
I’ve always been captured by the experience of
exploring cities, roads and nature .. over the back
seat of a Harley..
and as long as I did that I’ve never thought of
grabbing a bike as a rider .. never!! I’ve always
believed that I am physically incapable of holding
the leach of that monstrous heavyweight
machine .. It’s until last winter when I lost my
partner and I found it hard to spend the winter
without riding a motorbike then I decided and
said it out loud “ill be the first Harley riding lady
that will ride in the streets of Riyadh
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And later on when I visited the Harley Davidson’s
dealership for garments shopping, I expressed to the
salesman there how interested I am in Harley riding,
he told me about Riyadh Chapter Ladies of Harley
meetings and in a week I enrolled in my first meeting
with the hog in their club.. it was one of the most
welcoming meeting I’ve ever been in and enthusiasm
was in the air ..
next meeting I brought 3 of my girlfriends over
because of how much It felt professional and
welcoming over there .. they’ve introduced us to the
great community of Harley owners group that looked
like a brotherhood community to me .. and they’ve
encouraged me to proceed my dream and they made
it sound possible and I saw it in front of my eyes.. It
became clear to me that I don’t just want to be a
rider of a motorbike I rather be a trainer for more
girls to achieve their dreams ..

